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Herein, a series of non-fullerene-based substantial chromophores (FHD1–FHD6) with a D–p–A framework

was designed from a synthesized non-fullerene compound (FH) via structural tailoring with various donor

moieties. The FH and its designed derivatives were optimized with frequency analysis at the M06/6-311G

(d,p) level to confirm their true minima on potential energy surfaces. These optimized geometries were

utilized to perform further analyses, such as absorption, natural bonding orbital (NBO), frontier molecular

orbital (FMO), and nonlinear orbital (NLO) analyses at the aforesaid level. Quantum chemical study

revealed that all the designed chromophores exhibited a lower band gap than that of the parent

molecule with the exception of FHD3. Furthermore, density of states (DOS) analysis supported the

findings from the FMO study, and this agreement revealed that the efficient charge was transferred from

the HOMO to the LUMO. The NBO investigations disclosed that all the compounds comprised donor

moieties with positive charges and acceptors having negative charges. Interestingly, p-conjugated linkers

were also found with positive charges, showing an effective donating property. These NBO findings

explicated that FHD1–FHD6 exhibited an efficient push–pull mechanism. The lmax values of the

designed chromophores were observed to be greater than the reference compound. The average

polarizability hai, first hyperpolarizability (btot), and second hyperpolarizability hgi values of FHD2 were

found to be 2.170 � 10�22, 3.150 � 10�27, and 4.275 � 10�32 esu, respectively, while all the other

derivatives had been reported in the relevant range. Efficient NLO data revealed that FH-based

derivatives may contribute significantly toward NLO technology.
Introduction

The promising optoelectronic properties of low-cost, facile-
synthesized, fused-structured polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (PAHs) have been well explored by many researchers in
recent years. These molecules (PAHs) are reported to have
signicant thermal stability and solubility with a facile
synthetic procedure.1 Although, research in PAHs has primarily
been restricted to their synthesis and photoluminescence
processes, it is currently being widened to organic electronics
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and frequently to their use as building block materials for opto-
electronics.2 Moreover, PAHs are also considered as promising
scaffolds based on their various properties, including polari-
zation, molecular wires, liquids crystals, organic electronics,
and optical applications.3 A literature review revealed that
different classes of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been
computed and they have shown promising nonlinear optical
(NLO) and electronic properties.1–8 In fact, the above-mentioned
materials have attracted attention for their strong two-photon
absorption properties in recent years. Their absorption prop-
erties may be affected by their molecular weight, symmetry, and
solubility parameters. Nowadays, an enormous amount of work
is devoted to improving the absorption characteristics via
employing the sophisticated approach of molecular designing.9

Organic compounds with extended p-conjugation displaying
excellent NLO, uorescence emission, and one-photon absorp-
tion are being extensively employed in two-photon photody-
namic treatment,10 light-emitting diodes,11 and 3D optical data
storage.12 The designed compounds with proper arrangements
of p-conjugation play an important role in improving the NLO
response, based on their expanded p-electronic delocalization
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4209
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and enhanced donor to acceptor intramolecular charge transfer
via p-spacers.6,13 The induction of conjugated electron acceptor
and donor end groups unsymmetrically may extend their
electron-accepting or -donating strength, leading to increased
absorption. Their facile synthesis along with structural varia-
tion have established a decent core element in organic p-
conjugation compounds utilized in NLO devices. These
compounds with appropriate geometric structures, one/two-
photon physical characteristics, energy levels, and thermody-
namic properties have been investigated and have attained
promising results, indicating that these compounds have
potential as NLO optical materials.14

Organic materials with established NLO characteristics can
enable the modeling of these molecules.15 Suitable donor, p-
spacer, and acceptor parts with enhanced conjugation are
needed for attaining the appealing architecture (D–p–A) of NLO
materials.16 Compounds with good NLO properties have been
designed based on theoretical/experimental investigations with
the following points in focus: planar D–p–A system, bond
length alternation approach, heterocyclic compounds auxiliary
acceptors/donors model, and twisted p-electronic arrange-
ments.17,18 In view of the abovemethodology, NLO responses are
simulated upon D or A strength optimization with conjugated
bridge enhancement via p-spacer modication. These donor/
acceptor electronic associations are sufficient to amplify the
oscillator strength of transition matrix substance toward CT
transition. Novel D–p–A based non-fullerene compounds were
designed that showed a red-shied absorption spectrum of the
type used extensively in organic solar cell (OSC) devices. These
acceptors (non-fullerene type) possess a D–p–A structure,19–21

containing several intrinsic benets, comprising broader
absorption spectra as well as charge transportability.19–21 The
central part (p) and “D” and “A” moieties may play a key role in
D–p–A kinds of molecules,22 and provides appropriate access to
tune HOMO/LUMO computations and absorption by altering
the central “D” or end group “A” moiety, either separately or all
together in which the central “D”moiety performs a crucial role
regarding the appropriate molecular packing and its
morphology. There are numerous efficient approaches that can
be employed to alter the donor D moiety to accomplish
enhanced absorption, like conjugation length expansion along
with p bridge blocks modications.23–27

Keeping in view the signicant properties of non-fullerene
compounds, the compound 2,20-((2Z,20Z)-((4,4,7,7,12,12-hex-
amethyl-7,12-dihydro-4H-thieno[200,300:10,20]indeno [50,60:5,6]-s-
indaceno[1,2-b]thien-2,9-diyl)bis(methaneylylidene))bis(3-
oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indene-2,1-diylidene))dimalononitrile
(FH) was selected as a reference compound for our NLO study,
whose synthetic procedure was reported by Nailiang et al. in
2020.2 Such an NLO study for FH and its designed derivatives
has not been performed so far. Therefore, a series of
compounds named FHD1–FHD6 were designed using FH as
the reference molecule. Subsequently, density functional
theory (DFT)-based NLO calculations were performed for FH
and FHD1–FHD6 for the rst time. For the comprehensive
understanding of the NLO properties of the aforementioned
compounds, theoretical calculations, including the
4210 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
optimization, FMO, TDMs, binding energy (Eb), NBO, density
of states (DOS), UV-Vis, and MEP, were performed at the M06
level with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The promising DFT-based
ndings were used to explore the novel designed compounds
for their efficient NLO properties. It is expected that the
current research work could pay a pivotal role for aiding
theoretical as well as experimental researchers in the eld of
NLO-based technology.

Computational procedure

In this work, different types of electronic analyses, absorption
spectra, and NLO parameters of non-fullerene chromophore
(FH) and its derivatives were determined by utilizing DFT
computations. The quantum chemical studies of the chromo-
phores were performed at the M06/6-311G(d,p) level using the
Gaussian 09 program package.28 The NBO 3.1 program package
was used for the natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis by applying
the above-mentioned level of DFT and the same basis set.29

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) computa-
tions were accomplished at the M06/6-311G (d, p) level for the
FMO, MEP, TDM, and UV-Vis spectral investigations. Gauss
view 6.0 was used for organizing the input les.30 Moreover, for
interpretation of the further results, Avogadro31 and Chem-
cra32 were utilized. The dipole moment was determined by the
following eqn (1).33

m ¼ (mx
2+ my

2+ mz
2)1/2 (1)

The average polarizability hai was determined by eqn (2).34

hai ¼ 1/3(axx + ayy + azz) (2)

Analysis of the Gaussian output le yielded 10 hyper-
polarizability tensors as oriented along the x, y, and z directions:
bxxx, bxyy, bxzz, byyy, bxxy, byzz, bzzz, bxxz, byyz, and bxyz. The
magnitude of the total rst hyperpolarizability (btot) was calcu-
lated with the help of eqn (3).35

btotal ¼ [(bxxx + bxyy + bxzz)
2 + (byyy + byzz + byxx)

2

+ (bzzz + bzxx + bxyz)
2]1/2 (3)

The second hyperpolarizability was determined by utilizing
eqn (4).33

hgi ¼ 1/5[gxxxx + gyyyy + gzzzz +2(gxxxx + gyyyy + gzzzz)] (4)

Results and discussion

This quantum chemical study was performed for exploration of
the NLO properties of non-fullerene chromophore (FH) and its
derivatives. The reference chromophore consisted of an A–p–A
architecture, and to a create strong push–pull mechanism in the
derivatives one terminal acceptor unit was replaced with
a donor moiety. By altering the axial donor (D) moieties while
keeping the p-linkers and acceptor unit xed, structural
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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tailoring of all the designed compounds was performed.
Therefore, the designed compounds consisted of: (a) (Z)-2-(2-
ethylidene-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-ylidene)malononitrile
as the acceptor, (b) 3,3,6,6,10,10-hexamethyl-2,3,6,7,8,10-hex-
ahydro-1H-dicyclopenta[b,h]uorine as the p-linker, and (c)
various donor moieties. The different donor moieties used in
designing the compounds were: (i) 9H-uorene, (ii) triphenyl-
amine, (iii) 1,2,2-trimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline, (iv) 10-
methyl-10H-phenothiazine, (v) 10-methyl-10H-phenoxazine,
and (vi) N,N-diphenylnaphthale-2-amine, as shown in Scheme
1. The optimized structures of the compounds are shown in
Fig. S1.†

The geometries of the chromophores were optimized with
analyzing the vibrational frequencies employing the M06/6-
311G (d,p) functional. The calculated bond lengths and bond
angles are shown in Tables S8–S14.† For FH and FHD1–FHD6,
the bond lengths of C1–C2, C1–C6, and C1–C15 were calculated
as 1.413, 1.379, and 1.52 Å, respectively. These DFT values of
C–C bond lengths were found to be in good agreement with the
experimental values of C–C bond lengths.36 Moreover, the bond
lengths between the functional group atoms, such as C42–O43
and C50–N51, in FH and FHD1–FHD6 were obtained as 1.213
and 1.156 Å, respectively. All these simulated values of the C–O
and C–N bond lengths were in good agreement with the
experimentally determined values.36 For the reference
compound (FH), the bond angles of C29–C48–C49, C28–C42–
O43, C7–C8–C58, and C20–C27–C34 were found to be 123�,
126�, 111�, and 135�, respectively. Moreover, the bond angles of
C29–C48–C49, C28–C42–O43, and C7–C8–C58 were examined
as 123�, 126�, and 111�, respectively, in all the designed
compounds (FHD1–FHD6). The above-mentioned simulated
bond angles were observed to be in good agreement with the
literature values.37 DFT-based calculations were performed
using the optimized geometries of FH and FHD1–FHD6 for
Scheme 1 Sketch map of the designed compounds with different dono

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
exploration of their important quantum chemical properties,
such as linear polarizability, rst and second hyper-
polarizabilities, UV-Vis analysis, frontier molecular orbital
(FMO), natural bond orbital (NBO), density of states (DOS),
transition density matrix (TDMs), and molecular electrostatic
potential (MEP) (Fig. 1).
Electronic structures

The frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory is an effective tool
for determination of the chemical stability, light absorbance,
and optical and electronic properties of chromophores.27,38 The
electron-accepting property is determined by the LUMO, while
the electron-donating property is determined by the HOMO.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecules orbital (LUMO) analysis plays a vital role
in determining the UV-Vis spectra and different types of reac-
tion mechanisms. The parameters for prediction of the chem-
ical reactivity and dynamic stability of molecules can be
determined by the HOMO–LUMO energy gap.39 Molecules with
a higher value of the HOMO–LUMO energy gap are regarded as
chemically stable and may resist to chemical changes,40 while
molecules with a higher degree of soness are considered to
have less stability and exhibit a low HOMO–LUMO energy.41

Moreover, molecules with a lower HOMO/LUMO energy gap
usually show high polarizability and as a consequence yield
a promising NLO response.42 The EFMOs of FH and FHD1–FHD6
were calculated at the M06/6-311G (d,p) level of theory and their
results are tabulated in Table 1. The other values, like EHOMO�1,
ELUMO+1, EHOMO�2, and ELUMO+2, are collected in Table S15.†

The band gaps calculated for the reference chromophores
was 2.560 eV with�5.930 and�3.37 eV, HOMO/LUMO energies.
The data from Table 1 reveal that all the designed chromo-
phores showed a comparable value of energy gap with the
parent molecule. Nevertheless, the lowest energy difference
r moieties.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4211



Fig. 1 The 2D structures of FH and its derivatives.

Table 1 EHOMO, ELUMO, and energy gap (ELUMO� EHOMO) of the studied
compoundsa

Compounds LUMO HOMO Band gap

FH �3.37 �5.930 2.560
FHD1 �3.214 �5.583 2.369
FHD2 �3.211 �5.425 2.214
FHD3 �3.212 �5.417 2.205
FHD4 �3.216 �5.533 2.317
FHD5 �3.212 �5.420 2.208
FHD6 �3.208 �5.515 2.307

a Units of EHOMO, ELUMO, and energy gaps are shown in eV.
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between orbitals was seen in FHD3 (2.205 eV), which may be
due to the 1,2,2-trimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline D moiety.
The donor moiety in FHD3 has three electron-donating methyl
(–CH3) groups along with the right conjugation (benzene ring)
4212 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
for creating a strong electron-donating effect with a powerful
push–pull architecture (D–p–A), hence leading to a reduction in
the band gap. The increasing band gap order of the compounds
was FHD3 < FHD5 < FHD2 < FHD6 < FHD4 < FHD1 < FH. The
accompanying energies of the orbitals and charge-transfer
phenomenon between the orbitals for the studied chromo-
phores is also explained by the FMO investigation, as shown in
Fig. 2. In the reference chromophore, the charge density for the
HOMOwas concentrated largely over the p-bridge and a smaller
portion over some atoms of the terminal acceptor unit, while
the LUMO was located all over the molecule. Nevertheless, in
the derivatives for the HOMO, the electron density mostly
occurred on the donor moieties and partially over the p-
conjugated linkers. In the LUMO case, the electron density was
almost totally presented over the acceptor moieties and a little
bit on the p-linkers, which indicated an excellent transfer of
charge from D toward A by the p-spacer.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 HOMOs and LUMOs of the studied compounds.
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Density of states analysis

The delocalization of electrons exhibited in the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals was also supported by a DOS investigation.43 For
the studied chromophores, the DOS investigations were per-
formed at the M06/6-311G (d,p) functional and the resulting
graphs are illustrated in Fig. 3. As presented in Fig. 2 and 3,
charge spreading of the electronic cloud was altered around the
LUMO and HOMO because of the strong push and electron
withdrawing architecture of the derivatives. As the reference
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
molecule has A–p–A, to understand the DOS, FHwas divided into
two parts, namely the acceptor andp-linkers, while due to the D–
p–A conguration of the derivatives, they were divided into three
parts: donor, p-linkers, and acceptor, which are shown by green,
blue, and red lines, respectively, in the DOS maps.44

In the reference compound FH, the acceptor contributes
24.6% to the HOMO and 62.7% for the LUMO. Similarly, p-
linkers contributed 75.4% and 37.3% for the HOMO/LUMO,
respectively. Among the derivatives, the acceptor
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4213



Fig. 3 DOS plots of the reference FH and designed compounds.
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contributions to the HOMOwere 5.4%, 2.6%, 2.5%, 3.7%, 1.8%,
and 3.9%, while the LUMO contributions were 62.7%, 49.6%,
65.9%, 65.8%, 62.3%, 66.0%, and 65.9% from FHD1–FHD6,
respectively. In the same way, the p-linkers showed contribu-
tions of 68.2%, 40.6%, 40.4%, 68.1%, 50.2%, and 57.6% for the
4214 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
HOMO and 49.2%, 33.5%, 33.6%, 37.6%, 33.8%, and 33.9% for
the LUMO from FHD1–FHD6, accordingly. These contributions
show that the designing of different compounds by varying
different efficient donor moieties play a signicant role in the
transmittance of the electronic charge in different ways. By
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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these outcomes, it could be examined from the DOS graphs that
the HOMOs of all the designed chromophores were largely
concentrated on the donor and p-spacers as higher peaks of
green and blue color, which were located at nearly �5.6 eV.
Similarly, the LUMOs were signicantly located on A and
minorly on p-spacers in all the derivatives as higher peaks
located near 6.5 eV, hence, these graphs signicantly support
the FMO diagrams (see Fig. 3 and 4). The DOS calculation
showed that the charge was efficiently transferred from HOMO
to LUMO in all the designed compounds from donor to acceptor
through the p-spacers.
UV-visible analyses

TD-DFT computations were carried out using the conductor-like
polarizable continuum model (CPCM) model34 in dichloro-
methane solvent at the M06 level with the 6-311G (d,p) basis set
in order to have a better understanding of the absorption data.45

All the UV-Visible based parameters of FH and FHD1–FHD6 are
collected in Table 2, while the absorption spectra are displayed
in Fig. S8.†

The absorption data from the above table indicated that all the
studied chromophores showed absorption in the visible region of
the spectrum. The lmax calculated for the reference molecule was
650.46 nm with 1.91 eV excitation energy. All the derivatives with
D–p–A structures exhibited a higher value of the maximum
absorption (661.60–683.89 nm) with a lower excitation energy
(1.87–1.81 eV) than that of FH due to the strong push–pull
conguration. Among the designed chromophores, the lowest
values of lmax were observed for FHD1 and FHD4 as 661.95 and
661.60 nm, with 1.97 and 1.86 fos, respectively. These lmax values
were further enhanced to 669.24 nm with 1.816 fos in FHD6 then
676.07 nm with 1.60 fos in FHD5. Table 2 shows that FHD2 and
FHD3 had the maximum red-shied values at 683.89 nm with
1.70 fos and 683.22 nm with 1.71 fos, respectively, among all the
designed novel compounds. This might be due to the presence of
the benzene ring and three electron-donating (methyl) groups as
the D moiety in FHD3 and TPA, which acts as an internal donor
unit in a number of hole-transporting amorphous materials due
to its signicant electron-donating ability in FHD2. These strong
D moieties create a strong architecture of pull–push mechanism,
which lowers the band gap and broadens the absorption spectra,
as shown in Fig. S8† and Table 2. Increased values of the wave-
lengths were found in the following order: FH < FHD4 < FHD1 <
FHD6 < FHD5 < FHD2 < FHD3. A graph was plotted between the
wavelengths andmolar absorptivity constant values of the studied
chromophores and is shown in Fig. S8.† Throughout, this study
shows that the absorption spectra of all the designed compounds
were obtained reasonably broader as compared to FH, indicating
that the D–p–A architecture created a strong pull–push mecha-
nism in the derivatives, which lowered the band gap and allows
them to be exploited as promising NLO-active compounds.
Global reactivity parameters

Numerous reactivity parameters were calculated using eqn (S1)–
(S7)† and they were determined by FMO study (Table 3).46–49
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The energy required to withdraw an electron from the HOMO
orbital is equivalent to the ionization potential by which the
electron-donating and -accepting abilities of an atom can be
calculated.50 The electronegativity is a chemical property by
which the tendency of interaction of the electronic cloud
coming toward an atom is expressed.48 The chemical potential
of a species helps in understanding the stability and reactivity of
the compound. The above data revealed that all the studied
chromophores exhibited higher values of ionization potential
with lower electron-affinity values, which indicated their
electron-acceptance nature. Further, the ionization potential,
electron affinity, electronegativity, and global electrophilicity
are also related to Egap. Among all the chromophores, FHD3
exhibit the lowest value of ionization potential, which sup-
ported its low Egap.

The global soness of a molecule refers to the extent of
soness of a molecule and is inversely related to the bandgap,
i.e. the smaller the bandgap, the soer the molecule will be in
nature. Soness of the molecule can also be linked to its reac-
tivity, as a lower bandgap is exhibited by so molecules, hence
their reactivity is greater.51 Polarizability can also be correlated
to the soness, as so molecules are considered as more
polarized. Among the entire designed compounds, the largest
value of the soness, i.e.12.340 Eh, was exhibited by FHD3,
which showed maximum polarizability along its enhanced
reactivity. This value of soness was reduced to 12.324 Eh in
FHD5. Further drops in the value were observed in the case of
FHD2, FHD6, and FHD4 of 12.291, 11.795, and 11.744 Eh,
respectively. The bottom-most value of soness represents the
least reactivity with less polarizability and was calculated in
FHD1 (11.486 Eh). The decreased order of the soness as
examined was: FHD3 > FHD5 > FHD2 > FHD6 > FHD4 > FHD1 >
FH. Among all the compounds, the maximum value of hardness
(0.047 Eh) was observed for FH, while the minimum value was
found to be 0.040 Eh in FHD2. Similar to the hardness, the
chemical potential value also seemed to decline in the same
manner. Nevertheless, all the studied chromophores had
a higher value of global soness (s¼ 10.629–12.324 Eh) with the
least global hardness (h ¼ 0.040–0.042 Eh). These higher values
of soness indicated the higher chemically reactivity of the
studied molecules. From all this information, it can be inter-
preted that the designed chromophores might be active and
have substantial NLO properties.
Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis

Natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis is frequently used to
examine bond interactions and the intermolecular charge
transfer (ICT) between orbitals.52 NBO is also used to predict the
charge transfer between donor and acceptor moieties in D–p–A
type organic compounds by calculating the natural charges.53

Therefore, NBO calculations were performed at the M06/6-311G
(d, p) level using the optimized structures of FH and FHD1–
FHD6 and their results in terms of natural charges for the donor,
p-spacer, and acceptor segments are tabulated in Table 4.

In FH, the acceptor, donor, and acceptor architecture exists,
so the natural charges were calculated to be �0.1284, 0.2568,
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4215



Fig. 4 TDM graphs of the studied compounds (FH and FHD1–FHD6).
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and �0.1284, respectively. The reference compound consisted
of an A–D–A conguration, whereas the designed compounds
were found to have an effective D–p–A conguration. From
4216 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
Table 4, it could be determined that the positive values of the
donor moieties with regard to the NBO charges reveal that all
the donors used for the studied compounds have excellent
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Transition energies, maximum wavelengths, oscillator
strengths, and transition contributions of the studied compoundsa

Compounds DFT l (nm) E (eV) fos MO contributions

FH 650.46 1.91 3.25 H / L (92%)
FHD1 661.96 1.87 1.98 H / L (88%), H-1 / L (8%)
FHD2 683.22 1.81 1.71 H / L (83%), H-1 / L (13%)
FHD3 683.89 1.81 1.70 H / L (82%), H-1 / L (14%)
FHD4 661.60 1.87 1.86 H / L (78%), H-1 / L (16%)
FHD5 676.06 1.83 1.60 H / L (75%), H-1 / L (20%)
FHD6 669.24 1.85 1.81 H / L (80%), H-1 / L (13%)

a Units in eV.

Table 3 Computed global reactivity parameters of the studied
compoundsa

Compounds IP EA X H m u s

FH 0.217 0.123 0.170 0.047 �0.170 0.310 10.629
FHD1 0.205 0.118 0.162 0.043 �0.161 0.300 11.486
FHD2 0.199 0.118 0.159 0.040 �0.158 0.309 12.291
FHD3 0.199 0.118 0.159 0.041 �0.158 0.310 12.340
FHD4 0.203 0.118 0.161 0.042 �0.161 0.303 11.744
FHD5 0.199 0.118 0.159 0.041 �0.159 0.310 12.324
FHD6 0.202 0.117 0.160 0.042 �0.160 0.303 11.795

a Units in Hartree (Eh).

Table 4 NBO charges for the donor, p-spacer, and acceptor of the
studied compounds

Compounds Donors p-Linkers Acceptors

FHD1 0.0836 0.0736 �0.1572
FHD2 0.0880 0.0707 �0.1587
FHD3 0.0871 0.0715 �0.1587
FHD4 0.0764 0.0790 �0.1555
FHD5 0.0898 0.0674 �0.1572
FHD6 0.1085 0.0516 �0.1601

Table 5 Natural bond orbital (NBO) based transitions of the studied
compounds

Compounds Donor(i) Type Acceptor(j) Type E(2)

FH C28–C30 p C32–C53 p* 31.51
C70–N71 p C72–N73 p* 0.74
C32–H33 s C30–S31 s* 10.29
C30–S31 s C30–C32 s* 0.51
S31 LP(2) C28–C30 p* 22.51
S31 LP(1) C12–C21 s* 1.05

FHD1 C24–C25 p C31–C39 p* 32.47
C50–N51 p C48–N49 p* 0.77
C31–H32 s C24–S27 s* 10.41
C86–H87 s C86–C88 s* 0.51
S27 LP(2) C18–C20 p* 29.92
S30 LP(1) C12–C21 s* 0.95

FHD2 C24–C25 p C31–C39 p* 32.52
C50–N51 p C48–N49 p* 0.77
C31–H32 s C24–S27 s* 10.42
S30–C85 s C22–C23 s* 0.52
S27 LP(2) C p* 29.93
S30 LP(1) C12–C21 s* 0.95

FHD3 C24–C25 p C31–C39 p* 32.54
C44–O45 p C31–C39 p* 0.74
C31–H32 s C24–S27 s* 10.44
C113–H114 s C111–C113 s* 0.50
S27 LP(2) C18–C20 p* 29.96
S30 LP(1) C12–C21 s* 0.94

FHD4 C24–C25 p C32–C40 p* 32.42
C28–C30 p C87–C88 s* 0.74
C32–H33 s C24–S27 s* 10.42
C84–N96 s C97–H100 s* 0.5
S27 LP(1) C2–C18 s* 29.96
S101 LP(2) C83–C89 p* 0.89

FHD5 C24–C25 p C32–C40 p* 32.48
C49–N50 p C51–N52 p* 0.73
C32–H33 s C24–S27 s* 10.43
C19–C73 s C73–H76 s* 0.60
N97 LP(1) C84–C85 p* 36.44
O96 LP(2) C80–C81 s* 0.68

FHD6 C24–C25 p C32–C40 p* 32.62
C51–N52 p C49–N50 p* 0.76
C32–H33 s C24–S27 s* 10.45
C96–H99 s C77–N88 s* 0.51
N88 LP(1) C80–C81 p* 41.21
N88 LP(1) C79–C80 s* 0.51
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donor properties. Further, the acceptor moieties also have
effective withdrawing capabilities in the studied compounds.
Moreover, the p-conjugated linkers were determined to have
positive values, which show their ability to facilitate charge
transfer from the donor to acceptor moieties without any type of
charge trapping. Among all the designed compounds, the
highest positive value of donors was exhibited by FHD6 as
0.108508. This may be due to the p-electronic cloud and pres-
ence of naphthalene as a substituent on the D unit (amine, N,N-
diphenylnaphthalen-2-amine). Furthermore, the detailed
possible transitions were also calculated at the same level and
the representative transitions of all the compounds are tabu-
lated in Table 5.

The detailed NBO transitions of the reference and designed
compounds are also shown in Tables S16–S22.†

Some dormant p/p* interactions can be noted like: p(C28–
C30)/p*(C32–C53), p(C24–C25)/p*(C31–C39), p(C24–
C25)/p*(C31–C39), p(C24–C25)/p*(C31–C39), p(C24–
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
C25)/p*(C32–C40), p(C24–C25)/p*(C32–C40) and p(C24–
C25)/p*(C32–C40) having greater stabilization energies at
31.51, 32.47, 32.52, 32.54, 32.42, 32.48, and 32.62 kcal mol�1 in
FH–FHD6, respectively. Moreover, some other kinds of signi-
cant p/p* donor–acceptor intra-molecular charge-transfer
(ICT) interplay were also studied, as shown in Tables S16–
S22.† The lowest values of stabilization were determined as
0.74, 0.77, 0.77, 0.74, 0.74, 0.73, and 0.76 kcal mol�1 for p (C70–
N71)/p*(C72–N73), p(C50–N51)/p*(C48–N49), p(C50–
N51)/p*(C48–N49), p(C44–O45)/p*(C31–C39), p(C28–
C30)/p*(C87–C88), p(C49–N50)/p*(C51–N52), and p(C51–
N52)/p*(C49–N50) transitions in FH–FHD1, respectively (see
Tables S16–S22†).

In s/s* transitions, larger values of stabilization energies
were found to be 10.29, 10.41, 10.42, 10.44, 10.42, 10.43, and
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4217
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10.45 kcal mol�1 for s(C32–H33)/s*(C30–S31), s (C31–
H32)/s*(C24–S27), s(C31–H32)/s* (C24–S27), s(C31–
H32)/s* (C24–S27), s (C32–H33)/s*(C24–S27), s (C32–
H33)/s* (C24–S27), and s (C32–H33)/s* (C24–S27) inter-
actions in FH–FHD6, respectively. Furthermore, some other
transitions: s(C30–S31)/s*(C30–C32), s(C86–H87)/s*(C86–
C88) s(S30–C85)/s*(C22–C23), s(C113–H114)/s*(C111–
C113), s(C84–N96)/s*(C97–H100), s(C19–C73)/s*(C73–
H76) and s(C96–H99)/s*(C77–N88) with the lowest stabili-
zation energies of 0.51, 0.51, 0.52, 0.50, 0.50, 0.60, and
0.51 kcal mol�1, respectively, were also obtained for FH–FHD6,
as shown in Tables S16–S22.† These least energy values were
seen due to the emergence of weak interaction between the
accepter and donor moieties.

Similar kinds of interaction were also investigated in accor-
dance with resonance. LP2(S31)/p*(C28–C30), LP2(S27)/
p*(C18–C20), LP2(S27)/p*(C18–C20), LP2(S27)/p*(C18–
C20), LP1(S27)/s*(C2–C18), LP1(N97)/p*(C84–C85) and
LP1(N88)/ p* (C80–C81) with high stabilization energies, i.e.
22.51, 29.92, 29.93, 29.96, 29.96, 36.44, and 41.21 kcal mol�1 for
FH–FHD6, respectively. On the other hand, LP1(S31)/s*(C12–
C21), LP1(S30)/s*(C12–C2), LP1(S30)/s*(C12–C2),
LP1(S30)/s*(C12–C2), LP2(S101)/ p*(C83–C89), LP2(O96)/
s*(C80–C81), and LP1(N88)/s*(C79–C80) produced energies
of 1.05, 0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.89, 0.68, and 0.51 kcal mol�1,
respectively which exhibited the lowest electron-donating
interaction energies in FH–FHD6 (Tables S16–S22†). The
studied chromophores had the highest stability in the span of
32.62 to 0.17 kcal mol�1 for p/p* transitions owing to the
extended hyper-conjugation. The increasing stability order of
the compounds was noted as: FH < FHD4 < FHD1 < FHD5 <
FHD2 < FHD3 < FHD6. All the designed compounds showed
a greater stability than the reference compound (Table 5).
Table 6 The various calculated energies of the studied compounds
(FH and FHD1–FHD6)

Compounds EH–L (eV) Eopt (eV) Eb (eV)

FH 2.56 1.906 0.654
FHD1 2.369 1.873 0.496
FHD2 2.214 1.815 0.399
FHD3 2.205 1.812 0.393
FHD4 2.317 1.874 0.443
FHD5 2.208 1.833 0.375
FHD6 2.307 1.852 0.455
TDMs and exciton binding energy (Eb)

TDM analysis is used to determine the charge transfer from
a donor to acceptor through a p-bridge.54 TDM analysis of the
studied chromophores was performed to investigate the
behavior of the transitions, essentially from the ground state
(S0) to an excited state (S1) and the interaction between the
donor and acceptor units. For this purpose, the atoms were
divided into segments according to their role, i.e. donor (D), p-
bridge (p), and acceptor (A). Hydrogen atoms were neglected by
default as they do not have much involvement in charge
transfer. The TDM heat maps for FH and FHD1–FHD6 are
shown in Fig. 4. The DTM heat maps showed the efficient
diagonal charge transfer coherence in all the studied chromo-
phores. The larger portion of the electronic cloud was located
over the p-bridge, which then successfully transferred through
the p-bridge to the acceptor unit, without charge trapping.
These heat maps also supported the DOS and FMO investiga-
tions, where the same phenomenon of charge transfer was
examined. The binding energy is a functional key factor to
determine the optoelectronic properties of compounds. The
lower the binding energy, the lower the coulombic forces
between the hole and electron, in which the excited state
4218 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
provides enhanced exciton dissociation. Actually the binding
energy is calculated by the difference between the HOMO–
LUMO energy gap and the rst exciton energy. The binding
energy is calculated by eqn (5) and the results are tabulated in
Table 6.

Eb ¼ EH–L � Eopt (5)

From Table 6, it is clear that the changing of the donor
moieties plays a key role in the good binding energies. The
binding energy of the reference compound was noted as
0.654 eV. The Eb values of compounds FHD1–FHD6 were 0.496,
1.497, 0.399, 0.393, 0.443, 0.375, and 0.455 eV, respectively. The
binding energy values were noted to be in the increasing order
of: FHD5 < FHD3 < FHD2 < FHD4 < FHD6 < FHD1 < FH. Note,
molecules having an Eb lower than 1.9 eV are considered as
perfect photonic materials with signicant NLO responses.
Interestingly, our studied chromophores exhibited binding
energies smaller than 1.9 eV, illustrating them as perfect NLO
materials.
Nonlinear optics (NLO)

NLO compounds are vastly used in the elds of optoelectronics
and telecommunication. The optical properties of the mole-
cules are characterized by their electronic analyses of the
studied molecule, which supports the nonlinear response
(hyperpolarizabilities:b and g) and linear response (polariz-
ability, a).55 Moreover, NLO compounds have been extensively
used in optical switches, signal processing, optical memory
devices, and communication technology.56 Here, the reference
compound was reported originally with an A–D–A congura-
tion, which showed a smaller NLO response compared to the
designed compounds. The designed compounds (FHD1–FHD6)
were found with D–p–A conguration, which was designed by
the alteration of the donor moieties and exhibited an excellent
push–pull architecture. The effective changes in the band gap
and polarizability values were observed by the alternation of
different donor moieties.

The electronegativity difference is an effective factor to
produce the dipole moment in a molecule. The dipole moment
(m) is directly related with the polarity of a system. The greater
the electronegative difference in the molecules, the larger will
be the dipole moment values. The mtotal value of the reference
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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compound (FH) was reported as 6.558 D, with tensor values
along the x, y, and z axes of 0.0004, 6.5575, and 0.0014 D,
respectively. Data from Table 7 show that all the derivatives
expressed larger dipole moment values, which indicated that
these chromophores have greater polarity than their parent
molecule. Among the derivatives, the least value of mtotal was
found as 9.352 D in FHD4, which increased to 10.203 and 10.846
D in FHD5 and FHD1, respectively. Further enhancements in
the dipole moment were noted as 11.3051, 11.5731, and 13.3253
D in FHD3, FHD2, and FHD6, respectively. The dipole moment
values of the investigated compounds were found in decreasing
order as: FHD6 > FHD5 > FHD2 > FHD3 > FHD1 > FHD4 > FH
(Table 7). Similarly, the linear polarizability hai parameter is
also considered to be a key factor to determine the electronic
properties of organic compounds. For the FH, the value of
hai was found to be 2.270 � 10�22 esu with 4.511 � 10�22, 1.723
� 10�22, and 5.755 � 10�23 esu along the axx, ayy, and azz,
respectively. All the designed chromophores exhibited compa-
rable values of linear polarizability in the range of (1.886 �
10�22–2.270 � 10�22 esu) with their parent compound. The
FHD3 chromophore exhibited a larger value of linear polariz-
ability [hai ¼ 2.178 � 10�22 esu] among all the derivatives. The
average polarizability in descending order of the investigated
molecules was observed as: FH > FHD3 > FHD2 > FHD4 > FHD1
> FHD5 > FHD6.

Dipole polarizabilities have been found to be a quantitative
estimation for assessing the attractive NLO features of species.
For instance, the btotal and hgi endorsed the estimation of the
NLO response of the chromophores, which is then related with
the ICT from the Dmoiety toward an A unit via p-linkers.53 Such
kind of interactions for our compounds are displayed in Fig. 2.
The interaction of the electron density with the external eld
increased the dipole moment, resulting in increased rst-order
hyperpolarizability. The reference compound (FH) exhibited
a value of btotal as 1.689 � 10�27 esu, with the major contrib-
uting tensor values of bxxx, bxxy, byyz, bxzz, byzz, and bzzz as 5.841
� 10�32, �1.852 � 10�28, �1.918 � 10�33, �5.946 � 10�35,
2.111 � 10�31, and �3.321 � 10�34 esu., respectively. Interest-
ingly all the designed chromophores expressed larger responses
for the second-order polarizabilities (b) as compared to their
parent compound. This might be due to that all our derivatives
have a D–p–A conguration with a strong pull–push
Table 7 The computed dipole moment (m), polarizability hai, second-
order polarizabilities (b), and second-order hyper-polarizability hgi of
FH and FHD1–FHD6a

Compounds mtotal hai � 10�22 btotal � 10�27 hgi � 10�32

FH 6.558 2.270 1.689 3.111
FHD1 10.846 2.021 2.620 3.245
FHD2 11.573 2.170 3.150 4.275
FHD3 11.305 2.178 3.000 4.103
FHD4 9.352 2.053 2.576 3.133
FHD5 10.203 2.018 2.776 3.460
FHD6 13.325 1.886 2.592 2.893

a Units of the dipole moment (m) in Debye (D) while hai, (b) and hgi are
in esu.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
architecture as compared to the parent chromophore, which
exhibited an A–p–A structure. This pull–push architecture
might decrease the band gap between the orbitals, increase the
polarity, and enhance the ICT. Among all the derivatives,
a larger value of btotal was examined in FHD2 (3.150 � 10�27

esu), which then decreased to 3.000 � 10�27 esu in FHD3, and
then declined to 2.776 � 10�27 esu in FHD5 and further
reduced to 2.620 � 10�27 and 2.592 � 10�27 esu in FHD1 and
FHD6, respectively. The minimum value of btotal was studied in
FHD4 as 2.576 � 10�27 esu among all the derivatives. The
hyperpolarizability (b) with a descending order for the investi-
gated molecules was observed as: FHD2 > FHD3 > FHD5 > FHD6
> FHD1 > FHD4 > FH. The detailed values of the dipole moment,
linear polarizability, and hyperpolarizability of all the
compounds along the x, y, and z axes are tabulated in Tables S30
and S31.†

The second-order hyperpolarizability (g) also plays an
important role in NLO compounds. The reference compound
(FH) showed a value of second-order hyperpolarizability as
3.111 � 10�32 esu, with tensor values of 3.095 � 10�32, 1.452 �
10�34, and 6.125 � 10�36 esu along the gxx, gyy, and gzz axes,
respectively. Among all the studied compounds, the highest
second-order hyperpolarizability was observed in FHD2 with
tensors gxx, gyy, and gzz as 4.259 � 10�32, 1.467 � 10�34, and
7.996 � 10�36 esu, respectively. The lowest value of second-
order hyperpolarizability was noted in FHD6 with tensor
values of 2.884 � 10�32, 7.584 � 10�35, and 9.571 � 10�36 esu
along the gxx, gyy, and gzz axes, respectively. The values of
second-order hyperpolarizability (g) with descending order of
molecules was: FHD2 > FHD3 > FHD5 > FHD1 > FHD4 > FH >
FHD6. All the tensors values of the second-order hyper-
polarizability (g) values of all the compounds are collected in
Table S30.† A literature review disclosed that the energy gap
value inuences the polarizability. A smaller bandgap and
higher polarizability are clearly associated with stronger
hyperpolarizabilities, as evidenced by the substantial NLO
values.36 In our studied chromophores, an inverse relationship
was observed between the bandgap and NLO response. Among
the derivatives, larger values of rst-order hyperpolarizability
and second-order polarizability were examined in FHD5, FHD3,
and FHD2 [(btotal ¼ 2.77 � 10�27, 3.00 � 10�27, and 3.150 �
10�27 esu) (hgi ¼ 3.46 � 10�32, 4.103 � 10�32, and 4.275 �
10�32 esu)], which expressed a narrow band gap (2.208, 2.205,
and 2.214, eV). The decrease in NLO values [(btotal ¼ 2.620 �
10�27, 2.576 � 10�27, and 2.592 � 10�27 esu) (hgi ¼ 3.245 �
10�32, 3.133� 10�32, and 2.893 � 10�32 esu)] was been noted as
the band gap between orbitals was enhanced (2.369, 2.317, and
2.307 eV) in FHD1, FHD4, and FHD6, respectively.

Fantastically, it was also found that the designed chromo-
phores exhibited a larger value of hyperpolarizability when
compared with the standard para-nitroaniline (p-NA). The re-
ported values for the rst- and second-order hyper-
polarizabilities were 6.46 � 10�30 and 7.92 � 10�36 esu,
respectively.57 Interestingly, in all our chromophores, the
effective NLO behavior, as three-order magnitude for btotal and
four-order magnitude for hgi, was investigated. This study
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223 | 4219



Fig. 5 MEP diagrams of the reference FH and designed compounds FHD1–FHD6.
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concluded that by structural tailoring with efficient donor
moieties, signicant NLO materials could be obtained.
Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)

MEP mapping is used to visualize the total electron density in
a three dimensional framework of systems. The MEP plot
performs quite well for its function to explain compound reac-
tivity by predicting various electrophilic and nucleophile sites in
chromophores.58 The scope of the electrostatic potential in MEP
maps is described by different standard colors, namely white
(neutral), red (negative), and blue (positive), to denote the
electrostatic potential regions,59 and their pictorial demonstra-
tion is shown in Fig. 5.

In all the studied chromophores, a negative potential was
centered over the oxygen atoms, which can be seen in Fig. 5. The
blue color is mainly seen over carbon and hydrogen atoms,
signaling the nucleophiles can approach these locations. The
green area, which is localized across hydrogen atoms, indicates
the average of two absolute values of electrostatic potential (red
4220 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 4209–4223
and blue) and is situated over the S atom in the investigated
compounds.

Conclusion

In the present work, a series of chromophores (FHD1–FHD6)
with a D–p–A framework was designed via varying the donor
moieties consisting of promising electron-donating properties
and a xed p-bridge as well as acceptor groups. The obtained
electronic properties showed that the donors have a positive
effect on the D–p–A architectures, changing the intact proper-
ties of the designed molecules more than the synthetic
compound. According to FMO analyses, HOMOs were found
over the donor group and its neighboring p-linker, whereas
LUMOs were found over the acceptors in all the compounds.
The HOMO–LUMO energy gap was reduced from 2.369 eV to
2.205 eV for FHD1–FHD6, respectively. The HOMO–LUMO
energy gap of FHD3 was found as 2.205 eV, which was the least
among the designed derivatives. DOS and TDM investigations
supported the FMO study as a signicant ICT was found from
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the D moiety toward the A unit through the p-spacer. The NBO
ndings exploited a strong push–pull architecture in the
designed chromophores as the donor and p-conjugates
expressed positive values, while all the acceptors exhibited
negative values. Moreover, the NBO study also revealed that the
conjugation in the molecules led to a greater stability of the
systems. Incredibly, lower binding energies (0.375–0.496 eV)
with greater mtotal (6.558–13.325 D) and global soness (s ¼
10.630–12.340 Eh) for the studied molecules were obtained,
which predicted higher excitation, dissociation, and larger
polarity. Interestingly, signicant NLO ndings as hai, btot, and
hgi values were found as 2.170 � 10�22, 3.150 � 10�27, and
4.275 � 10�32 esu, respectively, for FHD2, which were greatest
among all the studied chromophores. We can conscript the
promising capabilities of our designed compounds for indi-
cating a better NLO response. The FHD1–FHD6 derivatives may
attract the attentions of researchers in terms of use in new
synthetic approaches. Moreover, from our above-mentioned
analyses, it can be concluded that the aforementioned D–p–A
based organic NLO compounds may have promising applica-
tions in the NLO eld.
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